
WHAT IS THE SPA?
The SPA, which provisionally entered into force on 1 February 2019, is a comprehensive 
agreement between the European Union (EU), its Member States and Japan based 
on shared values and guiding principles such as democracy, the rule of law, human 
rights and fundamental freedom.

Cooperation Areas

1. Democracy, the rule of law, human 
rights and fundamental freedoms

2. Promotion of peace and security

3. Crisis management

4. Non-proliferation of weapons  
of mass destruction

5. Transferring control of conventional 
weapons, including small arms

6. Promoting the investigation and 
prosecution of serious crimes

7. Counter terrorism 

8. Chemical, biological, radiological  
and nuclear risk mitigation

9. International and regional 
cooperation and reform of  
the United Nations

10. Development policy

11. Disaster management  
and humanitarian action

12. Economic and financial policy

13. Science, technology  
and innovation

14. Transport (aviation, maritime  
and railway sectors)

15. Outer space

16. Industrial affairs

17. Customs

18. Taxation

19. Tourism

20. Information society

21. Consumer policy

22. Environment

23. Climate change

24. Urban policy

25. Energy

26. Agriculture

27. Fisheries

28. Maritime affairs

29. Employment and social affairs

30. Health

31. Judicial affairs

32. Combating corruption and  

organised crime

33. Combating money laundering 

and financing of terrorism

34. Combating illicit drugs

35. Cyber issues

36. Passengers’ name records

37. Migration

38. Personal data protection

39. Youth education and sport

40. Culture

EU-JAPAN STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT (SPA)

Is a legally  
binding agreement

Promotes global 
standards and values

Provides a legal foundation 
for bilateral cooperation

THE SPA 
IS UNIQUE 
BECAUSE IT:

It is expected to have a far-reaching impact on relations between 
the EU, its Member States and Japan for years to come.
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Cross-Cutting Priorities

Development Cooperation in Africa
Taking shared responsibilities on infrastructure projects 
in a number of nations

Security & Defence
Collaborating on capabilities to allow the EU and Japan 
to adapt to a shifting geopolitical landscape

Digitalisation
Engaging in policy discussions on topics including 
cybersecurity, 5G and 6G technology and R&D

Green Recovery
Developing strategies that will lead to the creation 
of climate-neutral and resource-efficient economies

Demography
Establishing a policy dialogue for the exchange of 
information and good practice on demographic change

Connectivity 
Working on a wide range of connectivity areas, including 
transport, energy and people-to-people exchanges



The EU launched the Support Facility in 2019 to contribute to the effective 
implementation of the SPA, including strengthened cooperation in selected 
policy areas of EU-Japan mutual interest. 

The project aims to enhance awareness, understanding and transparency of 
the EU-Japan SPA amongst stakeholders and the general public, to support 
the EU-Japan policy dialogues, to promote the participation of a wide variety 
of stakeholders, and to align legislative and policy approaches in areas of 
mutual interest, including by implementing joint EU-Japan initiatives.
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Completed Projects

Under the SPA, the EU and Japan have already collaborated on several projects in a variety 
of areas, bringing together stakeholders and experts with an aim towards strengthening 
bilateral ties, bolstering innovation and informing future policies. These include:

Expert workshop on maritime security and defence 
capabilities, held in Tokyo in January 2020

Webinar series on Covid-19 developed during the year 2020 
that covered cooperation areas such as green recovery, 
digitalisation, international trade, public health systems, 
research and innovation, climate change and energy 

Joint study on development cooperation in Africa, 
completed in 2021

Joint study on connectivity cooperation, focusing on 
transport and infrastructure, energy, digital and people-
to-people connectivity in Central Asia, Eastern Europe 
and the Western Balkans, completed in 2021

Joint study on demographic change and territorial 
policies, completed in 2021

Information and communications technology strategy 
workshops, organised online in April 2021

HOW IT WORKS AND  
HOW TO GET INVOLVED

The initiatives to be promoted are usually identified in the context 
of High-Level Sector Dialogues and EU-Japan bilateral talks, 
which take place on a regular basis. The activities are a response 
to the priorities and mutual interests of the EU and Japan, and 
they involve both the EU Directorates General and their Japanese 
counterparts in a proactive way. 

The SPA aims to involve a broad spectrum of stakeholders. Public 
entities, private businesses, civil society organisations and academics 
with connections to EU–Japan relations are encouraged to participate 
in the activities and propose new potential initiatives aligned with 
the priorities and shared interests of the EU and Japan.
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Useful Information

• EU-Japan SPA (legal text, EU languages): eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT

• EU-Japan SPA (legal text, Japanese/English): www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/erp/ep

• Delegation of the European Union to Japan: eeas.europa.eu/delegations/japan  

• Mission of Japan to the European Union: www.eu.emb-japan.go.jp/itprtop_ja/index.html  

• European Parliamentary Research Service: Japan: epthinktank.eu/tag/japan

• EEAS: EU-Japan Relations: eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage_en

• MOFA: EU-Japan Relations: www.mofa.go.jp/region/europe/eu/index.html


